I want to thank you for requesting more information about the services of DJ-BrianC.
An important detail to remember is: I will personally design an event that best suits your needs. No
more “set” DJ packages to choose from where you find yourself overspending for something extra
you really don’t need. Just tell me your details and I will create the perfect entertainment package
that’s just right for you!
Depending on Venue, Reception and/or Ceremony, number of hours, number of guests and sound
reinforcement just to name a few, I will create an event that will be ideal for your special day. It can be
as simple as a professional DJ for an intimate affair of less than 50 of your closest friends and family
or as large as a school dance with over 500 guests.
With DJ-BrianC you also have the peace of mind in knowing that your event won't be outsourced to a
booking agency. I am a single operator company. You will always know who you're getting! No longer
do you worry about meeting one DJ only to find out you end up with someone you don't know.
Some of the services I offer:
Disc Jockey (DJ) / Master of Ceremony (MC)
An experienced professional who will keep your crowd dancing and make any announcements as
needed to keep the event flowing smoothly.
Karaoke
I have a large selection of karaoke covering all music styles over the years for those who love to sing.
Video
I have in house video production for those wanting to have a video of the day.
Photography
I have a photographer on hand for those wanting pictures of the day.
With DJ-BrianC all of these services are offered in house. Why bother with larger production
companies who outsource these services to another company and markup the final cost? Let DJBrianC handle this for you so you have one point of contact and a package that doesn't break the
bank!
Contact me today so that we can begin planning! I look forward to working with you!
Sincerely;

Brian Caouette

